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Property 
for Sale 

by Auction 
Wroughton 

1878 
 

 

 

ANNOUNCEMENT of SALE of a CART and NAG HORSES & Wheel CARRIAGE, DOG CART, 3 Ricks 

of SAINFOIN and 1 Rick of CLOVER HAY, Rick of WHEAT STRAW (all to go off), AGRICULTURAL 

IMPLEMENTS, BREWING PLANT, &c. 

 

DORE, SMITH, and RADWAY have Received instructions from Mrs Watts who is giving up her Land at 

Wroughton, to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, on WEDNESDAY, the 13th day of November 1878, 

the above valuable 

 

LIVE AND DEAD FARMING STOCK 

Which will comprise 

 

5 Active and Powerful CART HORSES, BAY NAG MARE, quiet to ride and drive: 4 wheel carriage with 

pole and lamps, dog trap with set of brass mounted trap harness, several sets of trace, thill and or 

harness, plough, and other harness, hunting saddle, side saddle, double rein bridle, driving and riding 

bits, rug, and roller, and other stable appendages. 

 

3 Ricks of SAINFOIN HAY and 1 Rick of CLOVER HAY, standing in Snapp's Close, and 1 Rick of 

WHEAT STRAW, standing in Long Stevens (all to go off). 

 

The AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS will include broad and narrow wheel wagons, chaff wagon, dung 

carts, mill cart, spring cart, spring trap, iron horse rake, corn drill. Dutch barn, iron cylinder roller, 

Cambridge roller, an iron scarifiers, iron and wood ploughs, iron harrows, set of seed harrows, chain 

harrows, iron horse hoes, iron cow cribs, sheep troughs and cages, iron pig troughs, haymaking 

machine, chaff cutter by Bentall, winsowing machine, wagon cloth, malt screen, cake crusher, corn 

sacks, a number of agricultural and other tools, &c., &c. 

 

The BREWING PLANT will include mesh tub, wort tub, coolers, 5 beer barrels, &c. 

 

Full particulars will be given in catalogues, to be had a week prior to the sale, of Mrs WATTS, 

Wroughton; or of the AUCTIONEERS, 28, High Street, Swindon. 

 

Sale to commence at half past twelve o'clock. 

 

The Swindon Advertiser and North Wilts Chronicle, 2 November 1878 


